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View from Reader Andy
Those of you who follow the lectionary, the church’s calendar of readings for the
year, will know that we are now back in “ordinary time”, where the hangings are
again green in colour. But, of course, the time is anything but “ordinary” this year!
After instruction from the Archbishops, all our church buildings were closed and
nobody was allowed in — other than for essential maintenance. Some have
described this as the Church being closed; others have remembered that “the
Church” is much more than just its church buildings. Its work has continued despite
the lack of buildings. Church has continued but, in some respects, without its focus
on a specific place.
Church has taken on a new face. Services continue but by video conference or by
video stream from homes. Radio-based services become more important along with
telephoned meetings. We don’t meet in person (except at small funerals); but prayer
continues almost as normal. People pray together or individually. And God is there
with us, just as always.
We do it to keep ourselves safe, although some of those who were zoom-bombed or
had malware remotely loaded onto their computers might not agree. It works for
some but not for all and many find that on-line resources don’t quite cut it. But we
do it to keep safe from Covid-19.
In the past times of trouble, people took refuge in the church. It was known as a
Sanctuary. Originally that word meant “sacred place” but as churches became places
of refuge or haven, the word took on a new meaning that of a safe place. In Western
Christian tradition, either the area around the Altar or the whole worship area is
called the sanctuary (although the term chancel might also be used for the part
around the altar). From the fourth until the seventeenth century fugitives were
immune from arrest while in the sanctuary of the church. During wars, the church
offered a place of shelter-sanctuary for the homeless, refugees, displaced persons
and the general public. In many communities it was the village hall until a secular
version was built, often nearby.
It was recently announced that churches might re-open on or after June 15th for
private prayer. Not for public services, that will come later, but for individuals to pray
on their own while observing social distancing and hygiene rules. Each church is
required to conduct a risk assessment and implement measures to mitigate dangers
to every participant’s health, so each church will be different in how it opens up.
My own feeling is that we lost something important and of great value when the
churches closed: the opportunity for shared worship in a sacred space. Now we have
the opportunity to get it back when we re-open.
Andy
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Prayers and Scripture
Prayers and Scripture for individuals to use when they first go back into
church for private prayer after the lockdown — from Bishop Robert in his role
as chair of the Church of England Liturgical Committee.
Almighty God, we praise you for the many blessings you have given to those who
worship you in this house of prayer. We pray that all who seek you in this place may
find you, and, being filled with the Holy Spirit, may become a living temple
acceptable to you; through Jesus Christ your Son our Lord, who is alive and reigns
with you, in the unity of the Holy Spirit, one God, now and for ever.
Amen
Loving God, thank you for this house of prayer where we praise and thank you for all
you have given us. Help us to go out into the world, refreshed by your Spirit, to do
what you have called us to do in Jesus Christ our Lord.
Amen
Lord God, sustain us in this vale of tears with the vision of your grace and glory, that,
strengthened by the bread of life, we may come to your eternal dwelling place; in the
power of Jesus Christ our Lord.
Amen
O Christ, door of the sheepfold, may we enter your gates with praise and go from
your courts to serve you in the poor, the lost and the wandering, this day and all our
days. Amen
Saving God, open the gates of righteousness, that your pilgrim people may enter and
be built into a living temple on the cornerstone of our salvation, Jesus Christ our
Lord.
Amen
A blessing
Christ, whose glory is in the heavens,
fill this house and illuminate your hearts; and the blessing of God almighty,
the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit,
be among you and remain with you always.
Amen

Suggested Passages of Scripture for study
Psalm 24; Psalm 84; Psalm 100; Psalm 122; Psalm 127
Genesis 28.10–22
1 Kings 8.22–30
Haggai 2.6–9
Luke 19.1–10
Ephesians 2.19–end
1 Peter 2.1–10
Revelation 21.22–26
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Buckland tout Saints
St. Peter’s Church

Church Services
Churches are now able to open for private prayer but for many rural churches it is
proving difficult to guarantee the ability to sanitise them to the required standard
through the lack of help available. This applies to St Peter’s at the present time. We
sincerely hope to return to normal as soon as is permitted. Meanwhile we have a
seat in the porch below the notice board which includes several prayers and there
are two benches set well apart in our churchyard for private thoughts surrounded by
beautiful views. Please do visit us.
Continued thanks to Ken Ball for planning the streamed service every Sunday
morning and also to the Clergy and Readers for all their contributions that are
making the services so encouraging in these difficult times. The participants joining
either by Zoom or by telephone from across the Benefice have increased so much
since we began and it has been a bonus to be joined by some who previously were
members of our congregation at St Peter’s but have moved away and by Rev Alison’s
Coast and Country Benefice as well. We may have had the odd hiccup with, for
example, a telephone ringing in the background when someone (no name!) was
leading the prayers and a number of near misses including a clock striking loudly at
11am just as the reader of the Gospel had finished and had been muted but these
services are important times of fellowship.
For all church matters please contact the Churchwarden, Ann Williams on tel: 853141
or by email: acwilliams149@gmail.com

Gift Day
As was mentioned in the last digital Link we are not able to hold the Gift Day Service
on July 21st this year. We will need the postmen to help us with our ‘Gift Day’ which
is particularly important this year to the church finances as the closure of the church
and the cancellation of fund-raising events have significantly affected the income of
the church but the costs of maintaining the only community building in the parish
remain to be met.

Postscripts
It is good to be back in print again and to be able to reach some of you who have
been unable to receive the digital versions. Sincere thanks to our editors for keeping
most of us in touch.
We hope that you are all on good form and remaining safe.
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Charleton

St. Mary’s Church

Church Matters
For the moment, the church building remains closed. We have assessed whether it is
possible, with the Church of England and Public Health Guidelines, to open the
church for private prayer. However, we simply do not have volunteers who are able
to clean after each opening as required by the guidelines. If anyone would like to
volunteer to help with cleaning, say once a week, then your help would be very
welcome. Tony is continuing to look after the church building and graveyard and to
clean the church in readiness for when we are able to open for services and/or coffee
mornings.
However, the church itself as a community is certainly not closed – we have services
each Sunday online and via telephone, but we have no date yet for when services will
be able to resume inside the building.
Each Sunday, we have been welcoming people from across the area to join with our
St. Mary’s regulars for an online Sunday service at 10.30am. This, fully interactive
Sunday Worship service, via Zoom, has enabled us to continue to worship together. It
has been so successful that members of churches from the Coast and Country
Benefice have recently joined us. If you would like to join us, please contact Ken for
the access details. It works best if you have a laptop with a camera or tablet
computer, but we also have several people who join by telephone.
We had a special service for Pentecost when we were joined by members of the
South Hams Christian Fellowship as well as the Coast and Country Benefice. The
service was led by Rev Mark Kichenside and our preacher was Rev John Corrie. Ken
had a wonderful opportunity to interview Rev Alison Shaw about her experience of
the Holy Spirit. As Ken said, it is not often you get chance to interview a Rural Dean
on such matters.
Our Coffee Mornings still happen online and by phone twice a month on the 2nd and
4th Wednesday, with joining information sent out each time via the One Charleton
email list. Thanks to Andy for continuing to keep Charleton residents updated on
what is happening in our community. We are looking at the possibility of having a
socially distancing Coffee Morning outside in the church grounds over the summer –
we will put a notice up about this if it is going to happen.
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Kittens Found … an update
The abandoned kittens found by dog ‘Enzo’ have now been placed in their new
homes. Anna and Tony loved having them, but they were growing too big and getting
too adventurous to stay at Post Labore for long. Apparently, the boy has now taken
over his new home and the girls are happy together in their new home. Tony and
Anna still have no idea how the kittens ended up in the hedge at the allotment, but
they have been welcomed by their new families.

News from Charleton Academy
Although Charleton Academy has been closed during the main part of the pandemic,
West Alvington Academy has been open for Key Worker and vulnerable children
since the end of March meaning children from across our three schools have been
cared for there.
Over the last few weeks, they have been open at Charleton and are welcoming back
Nursery and Reception children alongside our Key Worker children. They would love
to have everyone back on site but with the guidance limiting them to 15 children in a
group, they do not have enough classrooms to do this. The children in school are
making the most of the space outside including lots of welly walks to the foreshore.
Katie and the staff at Charleton continue to keep in touch with children at home
through home learning, phone calls and email. They have even reverted to 'snail
mail' to send postcards to the children.
There have been lots of challenges for our families over this time but there has also
been lots of cherished family time at home.
As the end of term approaches, they are thinking about saying goodbye to their year
6 cohort. Ordinarily this would include a leaver's assembly in Church to mark the end
of the children's time at the school. With the current restrictions they cannot do this
but are looking for ways to celebrate those who will be moving on next term. Please
pray for the 14 children in the year 6 cohort who are leaving to go to the ‘big school’:
Sophie, Dylan, Monty, Freya, Sophie, Jasper, Harry, Oskar, Penny, Eleanor, India,
Rosie, Theo and Harry.

Smile Line …. Pancakes
A mother was preparing pancakes for her sons, Kevin, five, and Ryan, three. The boys
began to argue over who would get the first pancake. Their mother saw the chance
for a moral lesson. “If Jesus were sitting here, He would say, ‘Let my brother have the
first pancake, I can wait.’”
Quick as a wink, Kevin turned to his younger brother and said, “Ryan, you be Jesus!”
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Chivelstone

St. Sylvester’s Church

Church News … message from Vicky Tucker
I hope you are all keeping well and enjoying the sunshine that we have had.
The PCC has considered information from the Government and the Diocese of Exeter
with regard to opening the Church for private prayer and has decided not to open it
just yet. We hope to be able to open St Sylvester's soon.
If a funeral is required at St Sylvester's the Church will be prepared to meet people's
requirements within social distancing regulations. Notices will be put in the Parish to
inform everyone when the Church will be re-opening.
We continue to enjoy the Sunday morning streamed services with St Mary's,
Charleton. Members join from across the Benefice when it is good to see friends
from other Parishes. Thank you Ken, Rev Alison, Rev Mark and Rev John for all your
efforts producing the services.
Please contact me tel: 511332 or Edward Baker tel: 511272 for weddings and
funerals; and if any other information is required in connection with the streamed
services or with St Sylvester's Church.

The Heritage Lottery Fund Grant
We cannot give out any information until the PCC has received a letter from the
Lottery. Watch this space!

Community Support
Sarah Bunn is coordinator for prescriptions. Prescriptions will be delivered as before.
Please telephone her tel: 511489 for further information.
Springfield Farm Shop will deliver on Monday, Wednesday, or Friday. Please place
your order before 2.30pm for same day delivery. They supply meat, vegetables, fruit,
milk, and bread. tel: 531523.
Prawle Pasta make marvellous pasta dishes which can be delivered within a 10-mile
radius of East Prawle. Contact: enquires @prawlepasta.co.uk or tel: 07730 441203.
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The Piglet Stores is now under new management. They are open every day except
Sunday from 9am – 3pm. They have an excellent range of produce.
The Pigs Nose is looking to be part open from July 4th. They will only be open outside
on Friday, Saturday and Sunday depending on the weather.
Take away Pizzas available in East Prawle from A Pizza Me. Open every Saturday
5.30pm – 9.30pm

East Prawle History Society
The History Society’s website, www.eastprawlehistorysociety.co.uk is well worth a
look. For further information please contact Kate Jennings tel: 511382 or Vicky
Tucker tel: 511332. Information is also available on Facebook.

Chivelstone Parish Community Hall
The Hall is closed until further notice due to Coronavirus.

The Coleridge Bus
The bus is not running until further notice.

The Travelling Library
The Mobile Library visit in July has been cancelled. From Monday July 6th there will
be a limited service at only three libraries in Devon. Kingsbridge library will be
opening in a limited capacity in the weeks following. It will be a contactless ‘choose
and collect’ service. Hopefully the mobile libraries will be running in some capacity
soon.
The Correspondent for The Link is Anne Blyth tel: 511280 or email: anne@epkinema.co.uk. If readers
know of anyone else who would like to take The Link regularly, please contact Richard Cordy, tel: 511430
The website for all six churches in the Start Bay Benefice is www.startbay.org.uk.
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East Portlemouth

St. Winwaloe’s Church

Church News
Many of you may have noticed that there are
signs on the gates to the church. Fortunately,
these are not to do with Covid-19, or the
church’s closure or reopening; but rather they
are to warn that the area around the tower is
cordoned off as some of the masonry from the
ledge half way up has recently fallen off and
damaged the roof of the boiler room. The area is
cordoned off in case more falls down while we
investigate the reason and start repairs.
However, this is not as big a disaster as it might
seem. Some time ago you might have seen
people abseiling down the sides of the tower to
evaluate repair work to help with its structure
and keeping it watertight. The PCC had obtained
approval for the works from Diocese, received
quotations and approved the work just before
the full lockdown started; so we are ready to go
with repairs once the contractors are also
ready.
Of course, the Covid lockdown has meant the church building was closed and before
the contractors can start there has had to be a special risk assessment by the PCC
and then an extra one by the contractors themselves. This process has followed
guidance issued by the Church of England in late May 2020. Look out for signs and
notices on the church noticeboard explaining more once the work starts.
You may also have heard that “Churches in England will open for private
prayer on June 15th”. As you might expect, this is not the whole story! In preparation
for the opening, a risk assessment has had to be undertaken and then measures put
into place to deal with the risks identified. Various items have had to be temporarily
moved out of the way, one-way systems devised, cleaning materials obtained, signs
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created to help social distancing in the pews, hangings removed and explanatory
signage created.
At the time of writing, it seems that St Winwaloe’s may possibly be the only church,
or one of very few churches, in the Benefice to be opening in this way. If we are, we
welcome everyone in the Benefice to visit.
The first steps have been done and it is planned to undertake a major clean, then
allow limited opening. Initially it will be just for two days a week: Sunday morning
and Wednesday afternoon. This is to avoid having to deep-clean the church every
day and so that the people supervising the opening can have some time off! People
are asked to follow the instructions and to complete the log when they use the
church, so we can help to keep everyone safe. You will be asked to use hand
sanitiser as you arrive, to maintain social distancing, to sit only in the marked pews
and to avoid touching surfaces. All of this is for your own safety and that of others.
For private prayer by individuals, or members of the same household, multiple
congregants can come into the church on the stated day, provided we can maintain
social distancing (currently two metres). Sheets containing suggested prayers will be
available (or you might download them from the church website) and if you use
them, you should take them home with you to keep for next time.

East Portlemouth Parish Council
The Parish Council holds a long list of people willing to volunteer to help those in
need in the current difficult times. Please do get in touch – either by email
(mike.harris@eastportlemouth.org.uk) or by phone (tel: 844005) if there is anything
that you, or someone you know, needs help with.
Work continues on the landslip at Ditch End; the road remains closed to all vehicles
except residential and emergency access. The National Trust has confirmed that the
car park at Mill Bay remains closed and has increased signage in an effort to dissuade
visitors from parking in such a way that emergency access is rendered impossible.
As many of you will have noticed, the War Memorial at Ditch End has suffered
damage. Steps are underway to repair the seating and the memorial has been added
to the War Memorials website - https://www.warmemorialsonline.org.uk/.

Village Hall
The grass has been treated in an effort to eliminate the weeds, thus making the
outside area even more attractive for our eventual return, whenever that may be!
The toilets have been flushed on a regular basis (thank you Andy and Lindsey!) and
safety measures initiated so we are ready to go as and when the regulations allow.
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South Pool
St. Nicholas and St. Cyriac’s Church

Church News
The Diocese has started the process of relaxing the recommendations made within
the Covid19 government guidelines which have, so far, restricted access to churches.
The PCC has now completed preparations necessary to allow the church to open for
individual prayer from 10am to 5pm each Sunday from June 21st. Very many thanks
to members of the PCC and village community for their hard work to make this
possible.

A huge thank you to all of the volunteers and coordinators and for the support of all
in our community. We will continue to provide whatever support is needed for the
foreseeable future.
If you are self-isolating and require help please contact the relevant person listed
on the next page.
Shopping - Meg Warren tel: 531297 or Emma Venturi tels:07980 311661 and 531985
Prescription collection - Amanda Burwell tel: 07887 633330
Befriending/Telephone support - Andie Day tel: 511191 or Sheila Hirst tel: 532850
Pastoral, Spiritual - Rev Sue Blade tel: 531867
Practical support - Chris Blade tel: 531867
Dog walking, Pet supplies - Alex Edmond-Star tel: 07738 983626

Link Correspondent
Susie Wren is the South Pool correspondent for the Link and she can be contacted by
tel: 532914 or email: bioent@gmail.com
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Ask Him for ‘pandemic grace’
There are hardships you and your family might be facing, as you try to respond well
to the challenges brought about by this COVID-19 pandemic.
At the 2nd Lausanne Congress in 1989 in Manila, a Chinese brother shared the story
of his imprisonment in a labour camp in China because of his faith. The authorities
thought that the best way to reform and torture him was to make him empty the
cesspool of human waste. All the human waste collected from the entire camp
stagnated in that cesspool. He shared these words:
“I had to walk into the disease-ridden mass to empty it, and all the time I had to
inhale that horrible stench. My captors thought it was the best place for a Christian
leader, but I enjoyed working in the cesspool because I liked the solitude. In the
labour camp, all prisoners were under constant surveillance. None of us could be
alone. Only when I worked in the cesspool could I be alone, then I could pray to our
Lord as loudly as I wanted. I could recite the Scriptures and psalms of the Bible that I
still remembered. No one would come close enough to protest. In those years, one of
my favourite hymns when I worked in the pit was ‘In the Garden’. And when I sang
this hymn in the cesspool, I understood the meaning of garden, and I knew where
God was. I met my Lord in the garden of the cesspool.”
I am sharing this story because I think it holds some real perspective for our lives
today. Because of coronavirus, you may be facing some very heavy challenges in your
life. Maybe it is the loss of a loved one to Covid-19, maybe your business has
collapsed, or your job disappeared. Maybe you can no longer pay the rent or
mortgage. Maybe you or a loved one is struggling with depression or anxiety and
stress. In these days of global pandemic, we are facing circumstances and challenges
unlike anything that we have experienced before.
It is my hope and prayer that, if you are in trouble, you will turn to God and see
and experience the unique grace that is offered to you in that circumstance by your
Heavenly Father, your faithful Heavenly Father. Anxiety grace. Unemployment grace.
Depression grace. Like our brother in the cesspool, in every circumstance, you too
can have the opportunity to experience the closeness of God in your suffering in an
incredibly unique way.
Today, if you feel overwhelmed with the challenges the pandemic has thrown at you,
may God grant to you COVID-19 grace—a grace that you can only experience in the
midst of a COVID-19 pandemic. May God be with you, my friend.
Michael Oh
Global Executive Director / CEO of the Lausanne Movement
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The frailty of life
According to one survey, during the lockdown, a quarter of adults in the UK have
watched or listened to a religious service and one in 20 have started praying. While
the majority of people who contract Covid-19 survive, it reminds us that we are
much more frail and weak than we like to think. As the prophet Isaiah says:
‘All people are like grass, and all their faithfulness is like the flowers of the field. The
grass withers and the flowers fall, because the breath of the Lord blows on them.
Surely the people are grass. The grass withers and the flowers fall, but the word of
our God endures for ever.’ (Isaiah 40:6-8).
Isaiah’s words really resonate at this time. In more normal times we can avoid facing
up to our vulnerability, but this pandemic has forced us to recognise our weakness
and frailty.
However, this should not lead us to despair or fear; rather it is an opportunity to
worship and praise for His constancy and care. In Peter’s first letter he quotes this
passage from Isaiah and says, ‘For you have been born again, not of perishable seed,
but of imperishable, through the living and enduring word of God’ (1 Peter 1:23).
Peter contrasts our mortality with the eternal Word of God, which bring us new birth
and life through the power of the Spirit. Jesus died for our sins and rose again to
make us right with God, so that through faith in Him we can know eternal life. We do
not need to be afraid of our frailty, for God is a dependable foundation on which to
build our lives and face eternity.
‘We blossom and flourish as leaves on the tree. And wither and perish, but nought
changeth Thee.’ (Immortal, invisible, Walter C Smith).
Canon Paul Hardingham

Free national phoneline bringing worship and prayer
Government figures show that 2.5 million people aged 75 and above have never used
the internet. And so, to help them, the Archbishop of Canterbury, Justin Welby,
recently launched a free national phoneline to bring worship and prayer into the
homes of those without access to the internet.
Daily Hope, which is available 24 hours a day on 0800 804 8044 – offers music,
prayers and reflections as well as full worship services from the Church of England.
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The reasons for going to church
Strange times we are living through. The future
consequences of coronavirus are going to be challenging,
to say the least. How will our churches fare when our
buildings are allowed to re-open?
One could say that the reasons for churchgoing can be put
into three slots, ‘Culture’, ‘Faith’ and ‘Community’. Many
churchgoers would probably recognise in themselves
elements of more than one.
Culture is for those who feel comfortable in church. They like the history, the
language, the buildings, the liturgy, and the music, which have probably been a part
of their lives since they were children. All hold comforting memories.
Faith is a link with the meaning of life and its eternal promise, somewhere to seek
guidance through worship and sacrament, and on which to lean in times of trouble. A
belief in the words of Jesus that they are not on their own, even if sometimes it feels
like it in this world.
Community is for those who like coming to church or being associated with it as a
flying buttress (a phrase of Winston Churchill, who described himself as someone who
supports the church from the outside). They do not have to have a commitment to the
faith of the Church but are sympathetic and do not mind being with those who do.
It is likely that the ‘old normality’ will not be the ‘new normality’ and this provokes a
few thoughts:
* How many people, now out of the habit of regular community worship, will wish to
return to it?
* How many people on the periphery of church life, will come back to it, at least in the
short term?
* How many of those who have had a regular commitment to the church, for example
by serving at the altar or in its refectories, singing in choirs, doing flowers, ringing
bells and polishing brasses will feel that this is a good time to make a break and do
something different?
As church people, we must consider where we go from here. The Church,
everywhere in the infected world, will need to know our answer to its call. To thrive,
it needs us back.
Terry Warburton
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Could under-fives be the key to significant church
growth?
New research has shown that young families
with children under five could be a vital
element for church growth.
The Talking Toddlers report, using recent
research by Savanta ComRes, found that 74% of
all parents with children under the age of five
have attended a church-based activity in the
past year.
Dr Rachel Jordan-Wolf, assistant director of HOPE Together, said: “We so often hear
about aging church, but here is something new – very young church. Can the church
reach a generation of under-fives and their parents? Could they be the missing link
for church growth?
“These families are already in touch with us, many are open and questioning and the
opportunity is now.’
The research was commissioned by HOPE Together, the Church of England and the
Evangelical Alliance to highlight the potential for sustained church growth if the
church nurtures the faith of under-fives and their parents. The findings include:


Churches are already in contact with nearly three-quarters of all parents of
under-fives in Great Britain.



74% of all parents with children under the age of five have attended a
church activity in the past 12 months.



12% of all parents of under-fives are practising Christians, double the
number of practising Christians in the population.



62% of all parents of under-fives are not active Christians, but they have
attended a church activity for this age group in the past year.

More info at: www.hopetogether.org.uk/talkingtoddlers
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Miscellaneous thoughts on our Christian pilgrimage
God can do wonders with a broken heart if you give Him all the pieces.
Prayer is not an argument with God to persuade Him to move things our way, but an
exercise by which we are enabled by His spirit to move things His way.
We forget that we do not inherit the earth from our parents, but we borrow it from
our children. This world is not ours to despoil and destroy. It is the gift of God, and
through its fecundity and beauty, is one of the chief ways in which God speaks to all
nations.
Lord, fill my mouth with worthwhile stuff, and nudge me when I have said enough!
Going to church does not make you a Christian any more than going to McDonald’s
makes you a hamburger.
A coincidence is when God performs a miracle and decides to remain anonymous.
Your worst days are never so bad that you are beyond the reach of God’s grace.
And your best days are never so good that you are beyond the need of God’s grace.
Science can add years to your life, but only Christ can add life to your years.

Online ‘Talking Jesus’ course …
… FREE during the Covid-19 lockdown
HOPE Together has made the hugely popular Talking Jesus course available, rent
free, to watch online during the Covid-19 crisis.
Roy Crowne, executive director of HOPE Together, said: ‘We have had lots of
requests during the Covid-19 lockdown to make the Talking Jesus course available
online. There seems to be an increased interest from non-Christians in spiritual
issues. People are searching for hope. We want to help equip Christians to tell their
story and to talk about the hope we have because of Jesus.’
The Talking Jesus course includes six video-based teaching sessions with inspirational
testimonies. To access the course free until end of August visit:
www.hopetogether.org.uk/talkingjesus
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Buttercups – treasure in our countryside

Buttercup! What a delicious
name! Rumour has it that, as
they were frequently to be
found in meadows where cows
grazed, they were responsible
for butter’s yellow colouring. So
the name was an obvious
choice.
However, since buttercups are
poisonous and therefore are avoided as far as possible by our four-footed friends,
this is somewhat unlikely. But surely, we all remember having a buttercup held under
our chin to see whether the reflection proved that we liked butter! The shiny surface
of the petals actually has two real purposes. Firstly, to help attract insects and
secondly to act as a kind of mirror to aid the temperature regulation of the plant’s
reproductive organs.
We are fortunate that buttercups do not suffer from the same unpopularity as other
poisonous plants, because if eaten, not only do they taste nasty, but the poison will
also cause blisters in the mouth of the consumer. Extensive handling can also
damage the skin, but presumably the size of bunch that many of us picked as
children did not count as ‘extensive’. Fortunately, Health and Safety experts do not
yet seem to have forbidden this source of pleasure for little people. Incidentally, the
poison is reduced as the plant dries, and hay that includes buttercups is safe for cows
and horses to eat.
Buttercups help form the traditional view of the British countryside. Differing
varieties range in height from small to quite tall and although at their peak in early
summer, the golden blooms can often still be seen in mid-autumn. Jan Struther, who
wrote ‘Lord of all hopefulness’ also wrote a children’s hymn entitled ‘Treasure’ It
starts:
Daisies are our silver, buttercups our gold;
This is all the treasure we can have or hold.
Kirsty Steele
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St James the Least of All ….
……. Beware the spell-checker on your special service sheets!
My dear Nephew Darren
When producing material for your magazine or church services, beware the
computer spell-checker. We once let our own system check a Christmas carol sheet
and, on the night, found ourselves obliged to sing “away in a manager”, mangers
apparently being unknown to our machine.
If you use special sheets regularly, it seems a law of nature – as with metal coat
hangers - that they all intermingle while no one is watching. Thus, on Easter Day, half
the congregation will have been issued with sheets for Harvest, which will only
become obvious once the service begins. The first hymn will be entirely lost while
sidesmen scuttle about looking for replacements only to find that there will not be
enough of them anyway and then the second hymn will be lost while others helpfully
wander about church donating their sheets to those looking helpless and then trying
to find someone to share with.
Never, ever, print on them ‘Do not take home’ as this will only ensure everyone does
so. I have sometimes wondered if the instruction ‘Take this sheet home for
reference’ would ensure that they stayed neatly arranged in the pews after the
service. And if it is a service where babies are likely to be present, be assured that
many of the copies will be returned half chewed and coated with bits of whatever
the infant had for breakfast. There must be a market for paper treated with a childrepellent flavour for such occasions.
Anyone who thinks we are an unimaginative nation should visit a church after a
special service to see how many places members of congregations can invent to hide
the booklets: under kneelers, neatly folded and hidden inside hymn books, among
flower arrangements and behind heating pipes so that no one can quite reach them.
They then lurk there reproachfully for the next ten years until mice solve the
problem.
No, stick to large, hard bound books. They are resistant to teeth and are too
substantial to be hidden in pockets. Their only drawback is that they tend to fall
victim to the pull of gravity at the quietest moments.
Your loving uncle, Eustace
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Around the Harbour….
…. clean waters and history
The Link is relentless in searching for good news and cheer. The sea water
temperature is 14°C, which is the average for this time of year; also the 15°C water
has reached Ushant and is nudging north towards us – indeed, it may be here when
you read this.
The even better news is that the Harbour’s certified bathing beaches – North Sands,
South Sands and Mill Bay – have all tested “Excellent” for water quality for the last
three years. North Sands and Mill Bay have both been “Excellent” for a number of
years; but South Sands dropped down to “Good” in 2016 so lost its coveted Blue Flag.
After three years of being “Excellent”, South Sands could now recover its Blue Flag.
The scheme is run by the Copenhagen-based Foundation for Environmental
Education and operates in 46 countries across the World so, post-Brexit, the UK can
still have Blue Flags. North Sands and Mill Bay would not qualify principally because
they do not ban dogs during the bathing season.
Although about 40% of the UK’s coastal waters are protected by Marine
Conservation Zone (MCZ) status, there is a problem. Fishing can still take place in
MCZs which, not surprisingly, are fertile fishing waters – making them very attractive
to supertrawlers. These are huge vessels which can stay at sea for weeks on end and
have on-board facilities to process and freeze the fish. But they are controversial: on
the one hand, their ability to treat fish immediately preserves the freshness of fish,
like mackerel, which would otherwise deteriorate quickly. The claim is, therefore,
that more of their fish goes for human consumption rather than animal feed, and a
number of MSC-certified fisheries use supertrawlers.
On the other hand, supertrawlers hoover up fish in vast quantities, perhaps 250 tons
a day, and existing legislation allows them to sweep though the MCZs, which seems
odd. In my view, the easiest way to resolve difficulties of sustainable fishing and
supporting coastal communities has always been simply to limit boat size. Australia
has banned any fishing vessel larger than 130 metres which looks a bit big to me as
there are plenty of supertrawlers around 80 metres long and that is a very large
vessel by any standards.
My final bit of cheer is something entirely unrelated. One bright spark in the
distressing turmoil of the last few weeks has been a history lecturer bemoaning
“what’s so wrong with rewriting history? That’s what historians do all the time. It’s
our job!”.
Hugh Marriage lives in South Pool and is Deputy Chair of Salcombe Harbour Board. These articles express
personal views. www.marriages.me.uk/hugh/blog
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Wordsearch

St Mary Magdalene, the woman with a past
It is easy to understand the popularity of Mary Magdalene over the centuries: she is
the patron saint both of repentant sinners and of the contemplative life. Jesus drove
seven demons from Mary, who came from near Tiberius in Galilee. Mary has also
sometimes been identified with the woman who anointed Christ’s feet in the house
of Simon.
She became His follower to the bitter end. She followed Him to Jerusalem and was
present during the crucifixion, standing heart-broken at the foot of the cross. Her
love for Jesus did not end there, for she went to the tomb to anoint His body on the
Sunday morning. Such faithful, humble devotion was richly repaid; it gave her a
unique privilege among all mankind: she was the first person to whom the Risen Lord
appeared on Easter Sunday morning. She thought He was the gardener at first.
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Jesus told Mary to go to His disciples and tell them about His return to Heaven. She
was obedient and became the first emissary of the resurrection. In those days, the
witness of a woman was worthless. Despite ridicule, Mary had the courage to speak
about Jesus in a place of great disbelief.
List of words to be found below; and the answers will be in the August Link
Mary
Patron
Repentant
Sinners
Contemplative
Life

Anoint
Feet
Follower
End
Jerusalem
Seven

Crucifixion
Foot
Cross
Tomb
Body
Demons

Morning
Faithful
Humble
Devotion
Privilege
Tiberius

Mankind
Risen
Appeared
Easter
Gardener
Galilee

Answers to June Wordsearch
With apologies for the typo … did you spot it!
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